The best topos for South Lake Tahoe’s best climbs

“McNamara has put together a complete guidebook—with interesting history, colorful route descriptions, and great photos—to some of the best little granite crags in the States.”
– JEFF ACHEN, EDITOR, CLIMBING MAGAZINE

“SuperTopo guidebooks are some of the most used and valuable climbing tools I own. If you are on a budget, skip the chalk and buy the book.”
– TOMMY CALDWELL, 5.15 CLIMBER

“SuperTopo is the authority when it comes to delivering super accurate, super detailed topos.”
– DUANE RALEIGH, EDITOR, ROCK & ICE MAGAZINE

“South Lake Tahoe Climbing gives you up-to-date and accurate route beta so you can be sure to have a great adventure.”
– BETH RODDEN, TOP TRAD CLIMBER

Over 250 of the best routes in South Lake Tahoe from sport climbs to multi-pitch classics.

This book focuses on topropes, crags, and multi-pitch climbs in the 5.7-5.11 range.

Includes formerly obscure and unpublished climbs to provide more options for avoiding crowds.

As in all SuperTopo books, the authors personally climbed and documented each route with meticulous care to create the most detailed and accurate topos ever published.